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Differential Forms, the Early Days;
or the Stories of Deahna's Theorem
and of Volterra's Theorem
Hans Samelson
This is a short informal history of the beginning of differential forms, up to the
time of de Rham's work. It startedwith my being curious about how Poincare actually
stated Poincare's Lemma. There were some surprises, mainly that Poincare's Lemma
is due to anotherperson, and the same for the well known Frobenius Theorem.
I did look up everything that I quote. But of course I haven't looked up everything;
when I say that something appearedfirst at such and such a place, I mean that I haven't
come across an earlier reference.
Let us recall briefly what differential forms are and do: They are generalizations of
the well known expressions Pdx + Qdy and Adydz + Bdzdx + Cdxdy that function as integrands of line or surface integrals and represents things like work done
moving along a curve in a force field or the flux of a vector field through a surface.
Thus a differential form co, of degree r, defined in some open set in n-space Rn (coordinates xl, x2, ... ., xn), is an expression of the form E3aili2...ir dxi1dxi2 ... dXir, where
the "coefficients" a... are (suitably differentiable) functions, and where the "differentials" dxi are symbols associated with the coordinates xi (they are actually 1-forms,
with coefficient 1).
The basic rule for multiplication of the dxi is skew-symmetry: dxidxj = -dxjdxi.
In particularone has dxidxi = 0. (This makes the appearance of Jacobians automatic:
e.g., if x and y are functions of u and v, then dxdy = (x du + xvd v) (y du + yvdv) =
xuyududu + xuyvdudv + xvyudvdu + xvyvdvdv = 0 + xuyvdudv - xvy,dudv +
0 - _(x_y)
dudv. The algebraic context is exterior algebra.) In line with this the a.. are
taken
usually
skew-symmetric in their indices; for the above example Adydz +
this would mean rewriting it as 1/2Adydz - 1/2Adzdy + *.
For a function f of the xi one defines the "differential"df as the 1-form E3fx dxi.
(Thus the dxi are the differentials of the functions xi.)
For integration of an r-form over any oriented r-manifold in the domain of definition of co one represents the manifold locally parametrically by writing the xi as
functions of r variables ua that are adapted to the orientation of the manifold. The
differentials dxi now become 1-forms in the dua, and the form coreduces (by "multiplying out") to a single term A du 1du2 ... dUr, where A is a function of the u,. (This is
the "restriction"of the form to the manifold.) One forms the usual integral of this over
the appropriateregion in ua-space and combines the local contributions (using a partition of unity) to get the integral of coover the whole manifold. (Parenthetically,there
is a slightly different way of integrating something over a manifold, namely when the
manifold carries some kind of distribution-matter or electricity or ... -with a density p. On the manifold an area-element dA is given, and finds the total mass or charge
as f p dA. This reduces of course again to local integrals, using local parametrizations.
An orientation of the manifold is here usually not required.)
The next thing is to extend the operation d (as in df) to all forms: One forms the
"exterior derivative"dco by replacing each coefficient a.. by its differential da... (and
again "multiplying out"), resulting in an (r + 1)-form. It turns out, quite formally, that
the operation dd (d applied twice) is always 0 (from fxy = fyx).
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Finally, the main fact, Stokes's theorem: If N is an oriented (r + 1)-manifold, with
boundary manifold SN = M (appropriatelyoriented), then the integral of co over M
equals the integral of dco over N: fN dco = fSN co. (Note: the boundary SN is closed;
its boundary is empty.)
This concludes our very short overview of what differential forms are and do. All
of it makes good sense in any manifold instead of just R'.
The beginning of the idea of differential forms is certainly what was later called
the "total differential" of a function f of two (real) variables x, y: the expression
df = fxdx + fydy, interpreted as giving the change in f if one changes x and y
by (small) amounts dx and dy. I don't know where this originated, but it was well
known in Euler's days.
Around 1740 A.C. Clairaut [7, pp. 294-297], Euler [14, pp. 176-179], and
(reportedly-see [7, p. 294]) A. Fontaine [15] [16], apparently independently, had
the idea to investigate when an expression Pdx + Qdy, where P, Q are functions of
x and y, is the differential of a function. (Actually Euler's work was earlier, 17341735, but it appeared only in 1740.) First they establish the commutativity relation
fxy = fyx, then the necessary condition Py = Qx, and go on to show that the latter is
sufficient: They assume f in the form f Pdx + r where r is a function of y only, thus
assuring fx = P, and then show that one can determine r so that fy = Q (here the
necessary condition comes in, via f Pydx = f Qxdx). This is not really an existence
proof, since the integrals are indefinite and there is no assurance of their existence.
Clairautin [7], in a footnote on p. 294, says that Euler and Fontaine had the same result, Euler's work just appearingin [14] and Fontaine presenting his work to the Royal
Academie in Paris the same day that Clairaut was lecturing about it there. According
to [12] Fontaine's work appearsin [15] (I could not trace this book, and consulted [16]
which may well be the same book); all I could find there however, on p. 26, are the two
= f a"dx and the necessary condition: If do = Adx + Bdy,
statements: d itdx
f
=aBax,
then aA
ay
Later Cauchy noted that one can interpret the argument as giving the formula
Q(x, y) dy, where now the integrals are definite, proving
f = o P (x, yo) dx + fj9existence (modulo appropriatehypotheses); he also gave the corresponding formula
for R'. All this is in [23, vol. 2, pp. 339-341,488-490] (the book is based on Cauchy's
lectures plus some other material).
But it took some time before it was realized that, if the integrability conditions
hold, the line integral depends only on the endpoints of the curve (assuming simple
connectedness of the domain-nobody worried about that at the time); and only late in
the eighteen hundredsdid Morera notice that one can find the function f by integrating
along the straight segment from a fixed point po to the variable point p (or indeed any
other curve).
In fact, Clairaut,Euler, and Fontaine went further.They studied the question when
a form Pdx + Qdy + Rdz is "completely integrable"(we discuss the concept below).
It amounts here to the existence of a "multiplier",a function M such that M(Pdx +
Qdy + Rdz) is differential of a function. Euler gave the necessary (and as it turned
out later, also sufficient) "integrability conditions" in [13], Clairaut had them in an
implicit form [8] and (according to Clairaut) Fontaine had them as equations for M.
(Incidentally, Euler seems to have considered forms that do not satisfy the integrability
conditions as illegal. Some time later Monge noted that such expressions make some
sense, because one can satisfy them by taking the variables as suitable functions of one
variable [13, Op. Omn., preface, p. IX].)
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The next step was taken in [25], 1814-15 by J. Pfaff, a well known German mathematician (a contemporaryFrench mathematician-I have forgotten who (Laplace?)was asked about the best mathematician in Germany and answered "J. Pfaff"; upon
"What about Gauss?", he said "Gauss is the best mathematician in all of Europe"). He
introducedthe idea of finding integral manifolds, submanifolds (of as high a dimension
as possible) of the space, on which a given differential form aldxl + a2dx2 +
+
vanishes
(reduces
to
the
form
0).
Here
the
are
given
functions
(C?,
say)
of
andxn
ai
the real variables xl, x2, ... Xn
This became known as Pfaff's problem [18], [21].
In this context Pfaff looked for a normal form for such expressions under change of
variables. His answer was that one can find (locally, of course) either systems of functions (fil . ., fr, g1, . ., gr) or systems (f, fi, ... . fr, gi' . . ., gr) with independent
differentials, such that the 1-form can be written as Er fidgi or df + Er fidgi. (One
could then take these functions as part of a new coordinate system.) The number r is
called the class of the 1-form. A special case is that where the form can be written
as df, i.e., where it is a total differential. (In R2n+1 a form of maximal class n, thus
+ yn dXnwith coordinates xi, yi z, is called a contact
essentially dz + Yidxl +
form.)
Pfaff's work was continued mostly in the direction of what now is called the Frobenius theorem, the basic and constantly used theorem about the solution manifolds of a
system of 1-forms. This is the question of "complete integrability of a system of r 1forms coi":What are the conditions under which these forms have (n - r)-dimensional
integral manifolds, in the sense that one can find r independent (i.e., with everywhere
independent differentials) functions fi, f29 ..., fr such that the integral manifolds are
given by putting the fi equal to arbitraryconstants? (It looks like the-almost too
simple-case where the coi are just dxl, dx2, ... , dXr and the fi can be taken as the
Xl, ... , Xr.) This is, at least at first, a local problem; one asks for a solution in sufficiently small open sets.
There is a "dual"version of the problem, in terms of vector fields: A vector Xx at a
point x is given by its components t, . . ., tn. It operates on functions defined near x
by Xx f = limt,o
(f (x + tXx) - f (x))/t) = Zi
E fx, (x); this is "the derivative of
f along Xx". (Operating on the coordinate xi gives the component ti.) We should also
mention that a differential form acts at each point x as a linear function on the space
of vectors at x, by co(Xx) = E ai (x) .i
A vector field X assigns to each x a vector Xx, in a C? way (the components are C?
functions); and then for any function f the derivative "along X" is a new function Xf
with Xf (x) = Xx f. A vector field X also defines a flow, along its "integral curves",
in its region of definition; this amounts to solving the ordinary differential equations
dx/dt = X.)
Dual to the differential d for forms is the operation [] ("bracket"),which assigns
to two vector fields X, Y the vector field XY - YX. This is to be understood by operating on functions, with XYf meaning the result of applying X to the function Yf.
This seems to involve second derivatives, but they drop out because fxy = fyx. Exercise: find the components of [XY] in terms of those of X and Y (apply [XY] to the
coordinate functions xi).
The complete integrability question now reads as follows: Let X1, ..., Xr be r vector fields (assumed independent at each x). Under what conditions can one find n - r
independent functions fi, . . ., fn-r such that the Xi nullify the fj ? (Geometrically, the
Xi are tangent to the manifolds given by setting all fj equal to constants.)
Back to history.
...
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Jacobi in [21] treatedthe case of a system of commutingvector fields (satisfying [XY] = XY

-

YX = 0 for any two fields in the system). This is actually pretty

straightforward:
one takes a small (n - r)-surfacethat is transversalto the vectors
at a point, and then lets the flows of the fields act on the surface.A. Clebsch attemptedandmaybesucceeded(see commentsin [17]) in reducingthe generalcase to
Jacobi's.The workwas continuedandextendedby manypeople;see ([21], [24], [8],
[17], [20], [10], [22], [11]). In the long paper[17] Frobeniusreviewedwhathadbeen
done beforeand gave his own proof,introducingthe conceptof the "bilinearcovariant"of a 1-form(it amountsto the exteriorderivative).It is fromherethatFrobenius's
name got attachedto the theorem;he himself didn't give it any name. In the paper
Frobeniusnotes that much earlier,in 1840, the paper [11] by F. Deahnastatedand
gave a prooffor the full Frobeniustheorem(Frobeniusgoes throughandsimplifiesthe
proof).The paperseems to havebeen completelyoverlookeduntilFrobeniusreferred
to it.
ThusFrobenius'sTheoremis reallyDeahna'sTheorem(unlesssome earlierauthor
appears).
The way Deahnastatedhis conditionis quitedifferentfromthatof the otherauthors
and mighthave been difficultto understandat the time, althoughfrom today'spoint
of view it makesgood sense andis to my mindthe one formthatreallytells what is
going on:
Thenow customaryformof the conditions(thedcoi arein the idealgeneratedby the
awi,or the commutators[Xi Xj] arelinearcombinations1 fkXk of the Xk withfunctions fk as coefficients)are shortand clean, but not very intuitive.Deahna'sversion,
pusheda little,says:A systemof independent1-forms{c,i}ln-, lookedat (equivalently)
as a field of r -planes(an r -distributionin the sense of Chevalley),is completelyintegrable,if andonly if it is invariantunderthe flow generatedby any vectorfield that
lies everywherein the distribution.(He statesthe conditionin termsof the "variation"
of the formsundersuch vectorfields,withoutmuchexplainingwhatthis variationis;
it is in fact the Lie derivative.)LaterE. Cartantook up Pfaff's problemagainin his
paper[4], wherehe treatsit in the languageof (firstorder)differentialformsandtheir
"covariants"
(exteriorderivatives),whichhadbeen introducedby FrobeniusandDarboux.In thispaperhe also introduces,quiteformally,differentialformsof higherorder
andtheirexteriorderivatives(withoutmentioningPoincare);actuallythe only higher
formshe uses arewhathe calls the higherderivatives,i.e., the powersof the exterior
derivativeof the givenformw)andtheirproductswith a) itself.
A couple of yearslaterCartaninvestigateda moregeneralproblem,which apparentlyhadbeenconsideredonly once earlier,by 0. Biermann[1], namelythatof finding
integralsfor a (notcompletelyintegrable)systemof severalPfaffian(firstorder)forms
w1. Put differently,one is given a distributionD of p-planes and wants to find "integral"manifoldsof maximalpossibledimensionwhose tangentplanesat each point
are containedin the planeof D, in otherwords,such thatthe restrictionof the given
1-formsto the manifoldvanish.In his very innovativeapproachhe firstnotices that
the exteriorderivativesdcaialso restrictto 0 on an integralmanifold(his description
is difficultto read;using the languageof his time, he says thatat each pointthe integralelementmustbelongto several"complexes",a complexin Rn or projectivespace
being definedby a skew symmetricbilinearform;the confusionwith complexnumbers is what madeWeyl introducethe greek version"symplectic"),and accordingly
introducesthe notionof an integralelement(consistingof a point and a subspaceof
the space assignedto the pointby D, i.e., on which the coivanish,and on which also
the dcoirestrictto 0) andof increasingchains(flags) of such elementsof dimensions
1, 2, . .. at a point;the mainstrategyis theninductive,tryingto extendan integralelJune/July2001]
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ementandintegralmanifoldsof some dimensionto one of the next higherdimension.
(He assumesthateverythingis real-analytic.)
Higherdimensionalforms(withoutthename)hadof coursebeen aroundfor a while
in the guise of multipleintegrals,extendedoversuitablesurfaces,althoughusuallyone
consideredonly a fixedsurfacewith a massor chargedistribution,so thatthe presence
of a form was not easily detected.Thereis an quiteremarkablepaperby Cartan[6]
in whichhe (re)discoveredintegralgeometry(obviouslyhe hadn'theardof Crofton's
work,e.g., expressingthe lengthof a curvein the plane as an integralof the number
of points of intersectionwith a variablestraightline [9]). In it differentialforms, as
integrandsof multipleintegrals,definedin all of spaceandcapableof beingintegrated
over any "surface"(of the right dimension),are in the forefront.The manifoldsin
which he operatesare those of interestfor integralgeometry:the (two-dimensional)
spaceof lines in the plane,the spacesof lines or planesin 3-space(of dimension4 or
3). Cartanfindsthe integrandsthatare invariantunderthe groupsof motionin these
spaces,andderivesCrofton'sformulaandsimilarresults.
The next big step comes with Poincare.In his relativelyearly paper[26], whose
mainpurposeis a discussionof residuesof (complex)doubleintegrals,he quite casually,with not muchdefinition,introducesthe generalnotionof a p-form for any p
andimmediatelyderivesthe "integrability
conditions"(in essencethe vanishingof the
exteriorderivative).
Integrabilitymeansfor him thatthe integralof the formovera p -manifolddepends
only on the boundaryof the manifold,andthe integrabilityconditionsare derivedby
consideringa one-parameter
familyof manifoldswith the sameboundary.
In [27] he againtakesup the matter.He states,againquitecasually,thatthereis a
generalStokestheorem,i.e., thatto anyp-formtothereis an associated(p + l)-form,
definedby the integrabilityconditions(andwhich we now call the exteriorderivative
dcv) suchthatthe integralof the formoveranyclosed p-manifoldequalstheintegralof
the associatedformover any (p + 1)-manifoldthathas the p-manifoldas boundary.
He states,againcasually,thatiteratingthis process"givesnothing"(in our terms,dd
is 0), deducedeitherfromformalcomputationor fromthe fact thatfor a formd4r the
integralover any closed manifoldvanishes(via Stokes'stheoremfor /), and so the
integrabilityconditionshold for it.
Next comes, with more emphasis,but withoutproof or even any commentthat a
proof is necessaryor possible, the converse:given a p-form co whose integralover
any closed manifoldis 0, thenthereis a (p - 1)-form,let's say /, thatstandsto c in
the relationdescribedby Stokes'stheorem(so thatco= dfr; he calls suchancv exact).
Thuswe haveherethe non-trivialhalf of whattodayone calls the PoincareLemma:co
is d4r for some / (c is "exact")if andonly if dc) = 0 (c is "closed").(Thetrivialhalf
is the relationdd = 0.) For p = 1 this is the Clairaut-Euler-Fontaine
theoremabout
Pdx + Qdy described earlier (note d(Pdx + Qdy) = (Qx

-

Py)dxdy).

Actuallytherearetwo versionshere:The Lemmaas now understoodis local; cv is
given in some neighborhoodof a point, and f has to exist only in a smallerneighborhoodof the point. For Poincare,cv seems to have been definedin all of TR and
he seems to assertthe existenceof 4ralso in all of RI. Thatis a strongerstatement;
howeverthe proofsfor the two areprettymuchidentical.
The Lemmaexpressesan importantpropertyof differentialforms; it can be regardedas the basis for theirusefulnessin topologyandotherplaces.
The presentationof all this is mademorecomplicatedandmoredifficultto understandby the factthatPoincare'sconcernis actuallyintegralinvariants,i.e., differential
formsthatareinvariantunderthe flow generatedby a givenvectorfield X (theinterest
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comingfrommechanics);theconverseof Poincare'slemmaoccurswithinan argument
aboutintegralinvariants.
Apparentlyit took quitea while for peopleto realizethatthe conversedoes need a
real proof.In [18, p. 335] Goursat"deduces"the existenceof 4 with d4 = c if dw
vanishesby sayingthatthis amountsto some differentialequationsfor the coefficients
of 4 andthatdwo= 0 meansthat"theintegrabilityconditionsare satisfied".It is only
in 1922 thatboth Cartanand Goursatin theirbooks [2, p. 71] and [19, p. 105] state
and give a detailedprooffor the existence.NB: Goursatuses the term"exacte"for a
formthattodayone calls closed,i.e., one whose exteriorderivativevanishes.
Cartan'sproofis for all of ]R as domain.He addsthatthe resultis not necessarily
truefor otherdomains.As an examplehe gives the case of a sphereY xi2 = 1 as
"domain",where for an (n - 1)-form (automaticallyclosed) one has an additional
necessarycondition,namelythatthe integralof the formoverthe spheremustbe 0 (by
Stokes:the integralof d4V over Sn-1 equalsthe integralof 4 overthe boundaryof the
sphere,whichis empty,andso the integralis 0). This seems to be the firsttime thata
global fact or a connectionbetweendifferentialforms andthe topologyof manifolds
was noted;it is the firsthintof De Rham'sTheorem.
Some time afterI had writtenall this, Ted Frankelpointedout to me a reference
thathe hadgottenfromde Rham'sbook [29, pp. 83 and 105], whichchangesthe story
radically.It bringsin a new player,Vito Volterra,and the upshotis that Poincare's
Lemma is really Volterra'sTheorem.His work is containedin severalNotes published in the Rendicontiof the Accademiadei Lincei [30]. It came out of his idea of
"funzionedelle linee",functionsof curves(functionals),meaning(mainlyrealor complex valued)functionson the space of eitherall curves,closed or not, or all closed
curves,andlateron the spaceof eitherall (closed or not) or all closed r-dimensional
manifolds(always with a given orientation),in RI. He seems to have had in mind
embeddedC?-manifolds.Also, curvesare allowedto have corners;for r-manifolds
angles (locally of the type of two half-spaceswith the same boundary(r - 1)-space)
are allowed. Continuityand differentiabilityof functionalsis defined;the lattervia
infinitesimalvariationsof the manifoldgiven by a vectorfield in Rn definedon the
manifold.
His interestin this topic camefromphysics,in particularelectromagnetism:
things
like the forcefroma magneticfield or a currentflowingthrougha wire.
In practicesuch functionalsareof coursemostly given by (multiple)integrals,but
Volterrathoughtof them as "arbitrary"
functions.Howeverhe singled out a special
class: An r-functional(Dfor closed r-manifoldsis called simple or offirst degree, if
it satisfiesthe following additivitycondition:Supposetwo closed r-manifoldsSl, S2
"overlap",i.e., havein commona r-submanifold(withboundary)on whichtheyinduce
oppositeorientations(theymightmakean angle alongthe boundaryof the submanifold). (Thinkof two spheresin 3-spacethattouchalonga flatteneddisk.)WriteS12 for
the closed manifoldobtainedas the unionof S, and S2with the commonsubmanifold
removed;then (P(S12)equals P(SI) + 1(S2).
For such a CF he defines a (r + 1)-functionalfor arbitrary(r + 1)-manifoldsS,
which one mightwell call dCF, by the Stokes rule dCF(S)= CF(SS)(with 8 meaning
boundary)and then proves (it is not clear how rigorousthe proofs are) that dCDis
what amountsto an (r + 1)-form:dCD(S)is given by an integralover S with skewsymmetriccoefficients.For such systemsof coefficientshe immediatelydefineswhat
amountsto the exteriorderivative,statesthe StokesFormula,and says thatit can be
establishedas in the standardcase. He notes that dCFis a closed form, i.e., that the
coefficientssatisfythe relevantintegrabilitycondition.
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In the thirdof the notes [30] he states and provesexplicitly,as Theorem1, both
partsof the PoincareLemma,of coursein termsof the skew-symmetriccoefficientsof
whatwouldbe a differentialformandits exteriorderivative;he nevermentionedforms
in it) is by inductionon
as such.The existenceproof(forall of R' or some "rectangle"
dimension,reducingit to the problemof writinga functionf on TRas a divergence
aagil/axi, which is trivial(one simplyprescribesr - 1 of the gi and initialvalues
for the last one).
Thus Poincare'sLemmais really Volterra'sTheorem(unless some earlierauthor
appears).
Thereis quite a lot more. First, since Volterrahas shown alreadythat d'P "is" a
closed (r + 1)-form,it follows now that any simple 1 itself is an r-form. Next he
definesthe Hodge staroperator* (andthe associatedoperators,which have become
so veryimportantin the theoryof harmonicforms,Yang-Millsfields, etc.): it assigns
to any r-form an (n - r)-form by *dxi1dXi2...dXir = dxj,dXj2 ...dXj,,-r, where the
iu and the j, together give an even permutation of {1, 2, . .. , n}. He does not mention
formsof course,butwritesit out in termsof a systemof coefficients.Thencomes the
"co-d"operatord* or 8, definedas *d* (up to a sign), againnot introducedexplicitly,
but writtendown within a corollaryto TheoremI as the operationon the system of
coefficients(correspondingto an (r + 1)-form)yielding Ei, aaili2...ir,itl/xit, and the
"PoincareLemma"for this operator.(Thereis a smallmistakein his formula;he has
the sumovert, whichwouldgive 0 by skewness.)ThencomeTheorems2 and3, which
say in effect d d* + d*d = A (i.e., equal to the standardLaplaceanin Rn), which
relationhas becomeimportantin the theoryof harmonicforms.All quiteamazing.
His reasonfor developingall this is his idea of generalizingthe notionof harmonic
functionsandof conjugatefunctionsfromthe theoryof functionsof a complexvariable. In effect he calls two forms 7r, K of degrees r - 1 and n - r - 1 conjugate, if
*dr = dK. It follows at once thatthenK and-i7 arealso conjugate,andthatbothdir
and dK are closed (d = 0), coclosed (d* = 0), and harmonic (A = 0). It also follows
that, given a harmonic r-form it, the two forms d * It and *d, are conjugate (up to

some sign). He then provesthe converse:two conjugateforms always come in this
way from a harmonicform. It doesn't seem to follow that iv and K are themselves
harmonic.He thoughtthis generalizationof the notion of conjugatefunctionsvery
interesting,butI don'tknowwhatcame of it.
A note on Volterra'slife, as reportedin his obituaryin [30]: In 1931 he refused
to take the loyalty oath thatthe Fascistsin Italy requiredof all state employees.He
was dismissedfromhis positionand graduallyhad to relinquishall his otheroffices
and activities.He died in Rome in 1940. In 1943 an SS detachmentappearedat his
house, with ordersto arresthim, for transportto one of the Germanconcentrationexterminationcampsin EasternEurope...
Next in the storycomesa quantumjump:de Rham'sthesis.Apparentlyin the meantime Cartanandmaybeothershadformedthe idea thattherewas indeeda connection
between forms and topology.In [3] Cartanexplicitly stated, and in [28] de Rham
proved(among otherthings) the basic conjecture,now known as de Rham'stheorem:In a closed (sufficiently)differentiablemanifolda p-formwhose integraloverall
p-cycles vanishesis exact,i.e., is an exteriorderivative,and,given n independentpcycles zi andn realnumbersri, thereexists a p-formwhose integraloverzi is ri. Thus
de Rhamcohomology,the vector space of closed forms modulo exact forms is the
dualor transposeof realhomology,the vectorspace of cycles (withreal coefficients)
moduloboundaries.)
This is the beginningof the "modem"phase wherethe appearanceof differential
formsin topologyis ubiquitous,andis the end of ourstory.
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Two more remarks:
1. It is probably not widely known that de Rham in his thesis also computed the
compact cohomology of R' (which uses only forms with compact support, i.e.,
0 outside some compact set), with the result that it is 0 in all dimensions less
than n, and that an n-form with compact supportis derivative of an (n - 1)-form
of compact support exactly if its integral over Rn is 0; [28, Lemme II, p. 170 =
p. 56].
2. Although de Rham's thesis topic came from E. Cartan'sinvestigations, his thesis
advisor was H. Lebesgue or at any rate the thesis is dedicated to Lebesgue. The
"Rapportsur la These" is by E. Cartan.
As a final note we must mention an areathat in a sense anticipated,by a considerable
time span, the theory of differential forms and that only fairly recently was recognized
as an equivalent of the theory of forms for the case of Euclidean 3-space (with its
customary metric), namely the vector calculus, developed by Stokes, Maxwell, and
others, with its "*" and "x" products, its differential operators grad, curl, and div,
which correspond to the exterior derivative d on 0-, 1-, and 2-forms), its identities, and
its basic theorems (Gauss's divergence theorem, Stokes's theorem for surfaces, and
fJ f'(x) dx = f (b) -f (a) (one half of the fundamental theorem of Calculus), which
are instances of "the"Stokes theorem for differential forms.
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